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Abstract
Synaptic deficit-induced excitation and inhibition (E/I) imbalance have been implicated in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia.
Using in vivo two-photon microscopy, we examined the dynamic plasticity of dendritic spines of pyramidal neurons (PNs)
and “en passant” axonal bouton of parvalbumin-expressing interneurons (PVINs) in the frontal association (FrA) cortex in
two adolescent mouse models with schizophrenia-like behaviors. Simultaneous imaging of PN dendritic spines and PV
axonal boutons showed that repeated exposure to N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) antagonist MK801 during
adolescence disrupted the normal developmental balance of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic structures. This MK801-
induced structural E/I imbalance significantly correlated with animal recognition memory deficits and could be ameliorated
by environmental enrichment (EE). In addition, selective chemogenetic activation of PVINs in the FrA mimicked the effects
of EE on both synaptic plasticity and animal behavior, while selective inhibition of PVIN abolished EE’s beneficial effects.
Electrophysiological recordings showed that chronic MK801 treatment significantly suppressed the frequency of mEPSC/
mIPSC ratio of layer (L) 2/3 PNs and significantly reduced the resting membrane potential of PVINs, the latter was rescued
by selective activation of PVINs. Such manipulations of PVINs also showed similar effects in PV-Cre; ErbB4fl/fl animal
model with schizophrenia-like behaviors. EE or selective activation of PVINs in the FrA restored behavioral deficits and
structural E/I imbalance in adolescent PV-Cre; ErbB4fl/fl mice, while selective inhibition of PVINs abolished EE’s beneficial
effects. Our findings suggest that the PVIN activity in the FrA plays a crucial role in regulating excitatory and inhibitory
synaptic structural dynamics and animal behaviors, which may provide a potential therapeutic target for schizophrenia
treatment.

Introduction

Schizophrenia is a psychiatric disease characterized by
impairments in thought, emotion, perception, and cognition [1].
The onset of these symptoms usually occurs in late childhood
or adolescence [2] accompanied by excessive reductions of
cortical gray matter [3] and dendritic spine density of cortical
pyramidal neurons (PNs) [4]. Thus, schizophrenia is also
considered as a neurodevelopmental disorder. Recent findings
suggest that therapeutic interventions during adolescence,
typically before the onset of neurological and behavioral
symptoms, might prevent or ameliorate the development of
schizophrenic pathologies [5, 6]. From this perspective,
understanding the mechanisms of anatomical and neuropatho-
logical changes underlying the progression of the disease may
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help to identify the specific critical time window for early
intervention and prevention. Although the precise pathogenesis
of schizophrenia remains elusive, there is accumulating evi-
dence implicating N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR)
hypofunction in the development of schizophrenic symptoms
and pathological abnormalities. This hypothesis is supported by
the observations that NMDAR antagonists, such as phency-
clidine, MK801, and ketamine, could induce schizophrenia-like
symptoms in healthy subjects and exacerbate existing psy-
chosis in schizophrenia patients [7–9]. In animal studies,
NMDAR antagonism models also recapitulate schizophrenia-
related behaviors, including deficits in social behavior, cogni-
tive functions, and sensory gating, which mimic the symptoms
of patients with schizophrenia [10, 11]. Some neuropatholo-
gical changes in schizophrenia, such as alteration of excitation
and inhibition (E/I) balance [12], reduction of spine density on
excitatory PNs [13, 14] and parvalbumin expression level in
inhibitory parvalbumin-expressing interneurons (PVINs) [15],
are also observed in NMDAR antagonism animal models.
However, most of these studies have mainly focused on the
behavioral and neurochemical changes, yet the developmental
and dynamic changes of synaptic deficits in these models
remain unknown.

Dysfunctions of PVINs, a type of fast-spiking inhibitory
neurons, have been associated with dendritic spinopathy
of PNs in schizophrenia pathogenesis [16, 17]. Cortical
PVINs mainly comprise basket and chandelier cells, which
innervate soma and proximal dendrites, or the axon initial
segment of PNs, respectively [18]. These locations of
innervation generate a powerful inhibition to target cells
[19, 20]. The PVINs also have extensive axonal arboriza-
tion with a huge number of “en passant” terminals that
generate massively divergent inhibitory outputs [19]. In
postmortem studies of patients with schizophrenia, down-
regulations of PV and glutamate decarboxylase 67 mRNA
expression have been observed in the prefrontal cortex
(PFC) [21, 22]. It is also found that there is a decrease of γ-
aminobutyric acidergic (GABAergic) neurotransmission
from the PVINs to PNs and attenuation of gamma oscilla-
tion production during cognitive control tasks in animal and
clinical studies of schizophrenia [20, 23, 24]. Since cortical
gamma oscillations are crucial for cognitive functions and
their production requires strong inhibitory inputs to PNs
from the PVINs, cognitive deficits in schizophrenia are
suggested to be a consequence of alterations in PVIN-
mediated GABAergic inhibition [25, 26]. In animal studies,
repeated injection of NMDAR antagonists reduces the
expression of PV in several brain regions, particularly in the
PFC [15, 27, 28]. In addition, neuregulin 1 and its receptor
ErbB4 have been identified as susceptibility genes of schi-
zophrenia [29]. ErbB4 is found to be exclusively expressed
in inhibitory interneurons, particularly in PVINs [30].
Genetic knockout of ErbB4 in PVINs has also been found

to induce schizophrenia-like behaviors [31–34]. These
findings further highlight the role of PVINs in the etiology
of schizophrenia.

Exposure to environmental enrichment (EE), an experi-
mental paradigm that can increase dendritic spine density
[35–37] and enhance PV immunoreactivity [38, 39], has been
demonstrated to reverse key schizophrenia-related behaviors,
including social, cognitive, motor, and sensorimotor gating
deficits in animal models [39–41]. Environmental stimuli
exert profound effects on synaptic plasticity that lead to the
establishment and remodeling of connectivity in neural cir-
cuits [42]. Given that the experience-dependent synaptic for-
mation and elimination undergoes substantial remodeling in
both healthy and pathological conditions [43], this raises a
question: how does EE affect synaptic plasticity and neural
circuits under schizophrenia-like conditions, and whether
such effects differ on the healthy and schizophrenic brain?
Even though synaptic deficits are not the only alterations
relevant to the development of schizophrenia, understanding
how EE exerts positive impacts on the dynamic change of
synaptic pathologies may provide new insight into the treat-
ment of schizophrenia and the development of novel ther-
apeutics. In this study, we investigate the effects of EE on the
dynamic change of dendritic spine of L2/3 and L5 PNs, and
L2/3 PVIN “en passant” axonal boutons (PV boutons) in two
animal models with schizophrenia-like behaviors during
adolescence: an NMDAR antagonism model with repeated
injections of MK801 and a model with genetic ablation of
ErbB4 in PVINs. We found that schizophrenia-like synaptic
structural and behavioral deficits can be ameliorated by
positive environmental (i.e., EE) or selectively activating
frontal PVINs, while selective inhibition of frontal
PVINs abolishes the beneficial effects of EE. Our findings
demonstrate the important roles of PVIN activity in frontal
association cortex (FrA) and provide insights into the devel-
opment of treatments for schizophrenia.

Materials and methods

Animals

Mice were group-housed under a 12 h light/dark cycle, with
food and water available ad libitum in the Laboratory Animal
Unit, The University of Hong Kong. Thy1-YFP (H line), PV-
Cre, and Ai9-tdTomato mouse strains with C57BL/6 back-
ground were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory, and
ErbB4fl/fl was purchased from Mutant Mouse Regional
Resource Center at the University of California, Davis. Mice
were randomly assigned to different experimental groups. All
experiments were approved and performed in accordance
with the University of Hong Kong Committee on the Use of
Live Animals in Teaching and Research guidelines.
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Drug application

For the pharmacological NMDAR antagonism model,
mice were administered with MK801 (Sigma-Aldrich)
at doses of 0.1, 0.3, or 0.5 mg/kg by intraperitoneal
(i.p.) injection once daily for 7 consecutive days. The
saline solution was administrated as control. For the
chemogenetic experiment, clozapine-N-oxide (CNO)
(Sigma-Aldrich) was injected at a dose of 0.3 mg/kg
intraperitoneally once daily for 7 consecutive days. Both
MK801 and CNO were dissolved in a saline solution and
prepared freshly every day.

Environmental enrichment

EE mice were reared in a playground-like cage (50 × 38 ×
20 cm) that was larger than the standard home cage (32 ×
14 × 12 cm). EE cage contained a variety of novel stimuli
(plastic objects, running wheel, tunnels), and a group of 6–8
mice was needed at all times to ensure increased social
interactions within a 7-day period. The cage’s content was
relocated and substituted every other day, and the location
of food and drinking facilities was changed as well. EE-
reared mice were additionally exposed to an exploratory
chamber filled with various beads for 3 h per day. The
standard home cage group had 2–4 mice during the entire
experiment.

Behavioral testing battery

Male mice (unless otherwise noted) were used for all
behavioral experiments. Experimenters for all behavioral
tests were blind to treatments or genotypes of the mice used.
The arena for behavioral tests is protected by a blue curtain
to ensure the elimination of surrounding interference. Five
schizophrenia-relevant behavioral tests were carried out
during the light cycle in experimental animals with the
following sequence: (1) open field test (OFT), (2) elevated
plus maze (EPM), (3) novel objection recognition (NOR),
(4) prepulse inhibition (PPI) test, and (5) auditory-cued fear
conditioning (FC). Less stressful tests were performed first
to minimize interference of the individual testing procedure
on the battery of behavioral tasks. Different time intervals
were applied between the experimental tasks, depending on
the nature and severity of each test. More specifically,
between the OFT, EPM, and NOR tests, mice were waited
for at least 3 h, while between NOR, PPI, and FC tests, mice
were left a minimum of 1 day in order to recover from the
handling and the testing procedure before administering the
next behavioral test. For additional details on behavioral
tests above, please refer to Supplementary Materials and
Methods.

In vivo imaging of dendritic spines and PV boutons

Preparation for thinned-skull window imaging

Longitudinal imaging in the mouse cortex through a
thinned-skull window as described previously [44, 45].
Mice were head-fixed and anesthetized with ketamine/
xylazine (i.p., 20 mg/ml, Alfasan International B.V., and
3 mg/ml, Alfasan International B.V., respectively, in saline, 5
µl/g body weight). Thinned-skull windows were made with
high-speed microdrills (World Precision Instruments) over the
right FrA (+2.8 mm bregma, +1.0mm midline) unless
otherwise specified. Skull thickness was carefully thinned
down to about 20 µm. Oxygenated and sterile artificial cere-
brospinal fluid (ACSF) containing 119mM NaCl, 2.5mM
KCl, 2.5mM CaCl2, 1.3mM MgSO4, 1 mM NaH2PO4,
26.2 mM NaHCO3, and 22mM glucose was used to rinse and
cool down the cranial surface. For reimaging of the same
region, previously thinned regions were identified based on
the brain vasculature maps. Microsurgical blades (Havel’s
Inc.) were used to re-thin the region of interest until a clear
image could be obtained. Since repeated thinning of the skull
to ~20 µm without damaging the cortex becomes more diffi-
cult after multiple imaging sessions, no animal was imaged
more than three times.

Preparation of cranial imaging window (CIW)

For experiments with more than three imaging sessions, a
CIW will be implanted over the right FrA 10 days prior to
the first imaging session, as described previously [45, 46].
Mice (postnatal day (P) 20–22, body weight over 12 g)
were intraperitoneally anesthetized by ketamine/xylazine
and injected with dexamethasone (intramuscular injection,
2 mg/kg, Sigma-Aldrich), carprofen (i.p., 5 mg/kg, Nor-
brook Laboratories Ltd), and buprenorphine (subcutaneous
injection, 0.1 mg/kg, Indivior Pty Ltd) at the beginning to
prevent cerebral edema, inflammation, and discomfort.
During a craniotomy, a skull of ~4 mm2 was removed and
replaced by a piece of the same size of glass cut from the
#2 glass coverslip (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The covered
glass window was anchored by applying tissue adhesive
(Vetbond, The 3M Company) and cyanoacrylate glue
(Krazy Glue). After the glass has been secured in place,
C&B Metabond (Parkell) was applied to the outside
perimeter of the glass, covering any exposed bone surface
to ensure a complete seal with the window. After surgery,
mice received 3 days of analgesic treatments with car-
profen (i.p., 5 mg/kg) and buprenorphine (subcutaneous
injection, 0.1 mg/kg) and antibiotic treatments with sulfa-
methoxazole (oral route, 1 mg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich) and
trimethoprim (oral route, 0.2 mg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich).
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Two-photon imaging

For each imaging session, mice were intraperitoneally
anesthetized by ketamine/xylazine and secured in a custom
metal plate. Two ultrawide tuning range (680–1080 nm)
lasers (Chameleon Vision II, Coherent) were tuned to
920 nm for spine-expressing YFP imaging and 1080 nm for
tdTomato-expressing PV bouton imaging, respectively. A
two-photon microscope (Olympus FVMPE-RS) equipped
with a 25 × 1.05 N.A. water immersion objective was used
for image acquisition. Each imaging session lasted for no
longer than 1 h, and the power delivered by each laser to the
specimen was kept below 50 mW to avoid phototoxic
effects. Both structures of the spine and PV bouton were
imaged at high resolution (≈0.14 µm/pixel XY resolution,
0.75 µm/frame Z resolution). The total area of the imaging
region was 216 × 216 µm, and the center of the imaging
region was located at the FrA. After the imaging session,
mice were returned to the cage.

Adeno-associated virus (AAV) constructs and
injection

Cre-dependent AAV8-hSyn-DIO-hM3D(Gq)-mCherry and
AAV8-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry (purchased from the
University of Pennsylvania Vector Core) were used to drive
hM4D or hM3D expression in PVINs of PV-Cre or PV-
Cre; ErbB4fl/fl mouse lines. AAV8-hSyn-DIO-mCherry was
used as a control vector. For chemogenetic manipulation of
selectively PVINs in PV-Cre; Ai9-tdTomato lines, AAV
vectors carrying hSyn-DIO-hM3D(Gq)-CFP or hSyn-DIO-
hM4D(Gi)-CFP constructs were custom-made and pack-
aged into AAV8 serotype with titers of 1–2 × 1013 viral
particles/ml (produced by the University of North Carolina
Vector Core). For details on these AAV constructs, please
refer to Supplementary Materials and Methods. For the
AAV viral injection, mice were intraperitoneally anesthe-
tized by ketamine/xylazine and secured in a custom metal
plate for surgery and stereotaxic injections. AAV virus was
diluted with ACSF to 2 × 1012 particles/ml and slowly
injected using air pressure through graduated glass micro-
pipette (World Precision Instruments) by PicoPump (World
Precision Instruments) at 10 p.s.i and 0.8 Hz. The pipette
was left in the brain for 5 min after completion of the
injection to prevent virus backflow. A total volume of 1 μl
per site was injected into the FrA bilaterally and waited at
least 10 days for viral expression.

In utero electroporation

L2/3 progenitor neurons in the FrA were transfected with
GFP-expressing construct using in utero electroporation
[47]. Embryonic day (E) 14.5–15.5 timed pregnant PV-Cre

mice were deeply anesthetized with a subcutaneous injec-
tion of ketamine/xylazine (20 and 3 mg/ml, respectively in
saline, 6 μl/g body weight) and the uterine horns were
exposed. Approximately 1.5 μl of DNA solution with Fast
Green (a mixture of 0.3 μg/μl pCAG-GFP plasmid with
0.9 μg/μl pCDNA3 plasmid) was pressure injected into the
right lateral ventricle of each embryo through a pulled-glass
micropipette (World Precision Instruments). The embryo’s
head was placed between tweezer-type electrodes (BTX)
with the positive electrode contacting the right hemisphere.
Five square electric pulses (29 V, 50 ms) were applied at
1 Hz using an electroporator (BTX).

Electrophysiology

Coronal slices of the FrA were prepared in ice-cold slicing
solution containing (in mM) 110 Choline chloride, 2.5 KCl,
0.5 CaCl2, 10 MgSO4, 1 NaH2PO4, 24 NaHCO3, and 20
glucose. Following a recovery period of 1–2 h, recordings
were performed in oxygenated ACSF. Recording pipettes
were pulled from borosilicate glass (Harvard Apparatus),
and the open-tip resistance was typically 3–5MΩ. Record-
ings were obtained from PNs or PVINs using the whole-cell
patch-clamp technique with an internal solution that is
based either on Cs+ gluconate: (in mM) 130 D-gluconic
acid, 130 CsOH, 5 NaCl, 10 HEPES, 12 Di-Tris-P-creatine,
1 EGTA, 3 Mg-ATP, and 0.2 Na-GTP (pH 7.3; 290 mOsm)
or K+ gluconate (components are the same except that
130 mM Cs+ gluconate was replaced by K+ gluconate).
To record spikes in PV cells, we used pipettes with K+

gluconate internal solution. To measure intrinsic excitability
in PV cells, 500-ms long steady currents were injected to
obtain the firing-current (F–I) curve. For recording minia-
ture EPSC (mEPSC) (holding potentials (Vh) of –70 mV) or
miniature IPSC (mIPSC) (Vh of +10 mV) in PNs or PVINs,
ACSF contained 0.5 µm TTX and were recorded using Cs+

gluconate internal solution. Series resistance (<25MΩ) was
regularly monitored during recordings, and cells were
rejected if resistance changed >20% during the experiment.
Data were filtered at 2 kHz, digitized at 5–10 kHz, acquired
through MultiClamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices),
and analyzed using custom-written scripts in MATLAB
(MathWorks). The MATLAB codes are available upon
request.

Data analysis

All data analysis was performed blind to treatment condi-
tions. For imaging of dendritic spines, dendritic branches at
0–150 µm distance below the pia surface with high image
quality (ratio of signal to background noise > 4:1) in all
imaging sessions were identified manually from three-
dimensional image stacks in Image J software (National
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Institutes of Health, USA). The number and location of
dendritic protrusions, which protrusion lengths were more
than one-third of the dendritic shaft diameter, were tracked
manually along with the dendritic segments. Dendritic
protrusions were classified into filopodia and spines. Filo-
podia were identified as long, thin structures (generally
larger than twice the average spine length, the ratio of head
diameter to neck diameter < 1.2:1, and ratio of length to
neck diameter > 3:1). The remaining protrusions were
classified as spines [48]. Both spines and filopodia were
considered as identical between views if their positions
were unchanged with respect to adjacent landmarks. For
imaging of PV boutons, axonal branches within a depth of
250 μm from the pia surface with high image quality (ratio
of signal to background noise > 3:1) in all imaging time
points were considered for data analysis. The number and
location of axonal boutons, i.e., swellings along the axonal
shaft that are two times brighter than the shaft, were iden-
tified manually from three-dimensional stacks in the Image
J [49]. For quantifying spine or PV bouton (spine/bouton)
plasticity on individual dendritic or axonal branches in the
FrA, branches longer than 20 μm were analyzed to mini-
mize the variation in synaptic density. The percentage of
spine/bouton formation and elimination represented the
number of spines/boutons formed or eliminated between the
first and second view divided by the total number of spines/
boutons counted at the first view in each mouse. The
structural net change of spines/boutons was calculated as
the percentage of spine/bouton formation minus the per-
centage of spine/bouton elimination. Unless specified, the
n number for analysis of imaging experiments refers to the
number of animals analyzed in each group. For imaging
experiments, the sample size was determined based on
previous studies that performed similar types of the
experiment [45, 46, 48–50]. For dendrite and axon image
display, fluorescent structures near and out of the focal
plane of the dendrites or axons of interest were removed
manually from image stacks using Adobe Photoshop
(Adobe Inc.). The modified image stacks were then pro-
jected to generate two-dimensional images and adjusted for
contrast and brightness. Details of behavioral, synaptic
dynamics, electrophysiological, and immunohistochemical
data are itemized, together with the number and sex of mice
used for each panel and given in Supplementary Table 1.

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad
Prism software 8.2.1 (GraphPad Software). Data from each
mouse were treated as a single data point in a group unless
otherwise noted. The Shapiro–Wilk test was used to test for
the normality of all data sets. The F-test was used to test for
the homogeneity of variance of two groups while the

Brown–Forsythe test was used to test for the homogeneity
of variance of three or more groups. For comparison
between all data sets with normal distribution and equal
within-group variances, unpaired t-test was used for two
groups, while one-way ANOVA or two-way ANOVA fol-
lowed by post hoc analyses using Tukey’s multiple com-
parisons test was used for three or more groups. For
comparison between all data sets with normal distribution
but unequal population variances, Welch’s t-test was used
for two groups, while Welch’s ANOVA followed by
post hoc analyses using Dunnett’s T3 multiple comparisons
test was used for three or more groups. For comparison
including one or more data sets that did not follow the
normal distribution, Mann–Whitney U-test was used for
nonmatched two-sample comparison, and Kruskal–Wallis
test followed by post hoc Dunn’s multiple comparisons test
was used for three or more groups. The Pearson correlation
coefficient was used to measure the strength of the linear
dependence. Unless otherwise labeled, p values less than
0.05 were considered as statistically significant. For details
of the statistical analysis of all figures, please refer to
Supplementary Table 1.

Result

EE ameliorates MK801-induced aberrant structural
plasticity of dendritic spines and PV boutons in
the FrA

EE has been shown to prevent cognitive and sensory gating
deficits in MK801 models of schizophrenia [39, 51, 52]. To
further understand whether and how EE exerts its beneficial
actions on excitatory and inhibitory synaptic circuits in the
adolescent brain, we examined the structural plasticity of
dendritic spines on apical tuft dendrites of L5 PNs and
“en passant” axonal boutons of L2/3 PVINs simultaneously
in the FrA by two-photon in vivo imaging (Fig. 1a, b). The
FrA is examined in the study since it has been found to
receive projections from brain areas involved in schizo-
phrenia, including the basolateral amygdala, anteromedial
thalamic nucleus, medial PFC, and auditory cortex (Sup-
plementary Fig. 1a–g) [53, 54]. To examine the short- and
long-term effects of EE on dendritic spines and PV boutons
under the schizophrenia-like condition during adolescence,
mice were treated with MK801 (MK; 0.5 mg/kg, daily)
from day 1 (P31) to day 7 either in an enriched environment
(EE) or standard environment (SE), followed by 7-day
drug- and enrichment-free period (days 8–14 in SE)
(Fig. 1b). Seven-day MK801 treatment was chosen at
0.5 mg/kg as we found this dosage caused significant
behavioral deficits in schizophrenia-related behavioral tests,
including recognition memory impairment in novel object
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recognition (NOR), less anxiety in EPM, and deficits of
fear-associative learning in auditory-cued FC, and sensor-
imotor gating defects in PPI tests (Supplementary
Fig. 2a–f), and a significant reduction of dendritic spines in
a dose-dependent manner (Supplementary Fig. 2g–l).

In vivo imaging sessions on the spine and PV bouton
were carried out at seven time points, at days 0, 2, 4, 6, 8,

10, and 14 (Fig. 1c, d). Daily injections of MK801 (MK+
SE) significantly reduced dynamic spine formation rate
(dynamic: percent of change by imaging session; Fig. 1e)
and cumulative spine formation rate (cumulative: percent of
change compared with first imaging session at day 0;
Fig. 1g) within the drug-treatment window (days 1–7),
while there was no significant effect on spine elimination
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when compared with saline control (Sal+ SE) (Fig. 1f, h).
Although the effect of MK801 on the dynamic spine
formation rate was transient and did not persist over the
drug-free period (days 8–14; Fig. 1e), the cumulative spine
formation rate was still significantly lowered in MK+ SE
group even after the cessation of MK801 treatment
(Fig. 1g). On the other hand, EE significantly inhibited the
effects of MK801 on spine formation dynamic at day 2, and
its effect persisted even after the cessation of enrichment
period (Fig. 1e), leading to a higher cumulative spine for-
mation rate over 14 days when compared to Sal+ SE and
MK+ SE (Fig. 1g). In addition, the reduction of survival
rates of newly formed spines induced by MK801 was
also prevented by EE at most time points (Supplementary
Fig. 3c–g).

Next, we investigated the effects of MK and EE on the
inhibitory circuit. We first examined if MK801 treatment
affects the number of PV immunopositive cells in the FrA.
We found that 7-day MK801 treatment did not change the
number of PV immunopositive cells in the FrA when
compared to saline control (Supplementary Fig. 3a, b). For
the synaptic plasticity of PVINs, MK801 significantly
decreased the PV “en passant” bouton formation dynamics

at day 2, but the effect was transient and disappeared during
the drug-free period (days 7–14; Fig. 1i). As the recovery of
the PV bouton formation rate in the drug-free period was not
high enough to compensate for the previous loss, the
cumulative PV bouton formation rate was still significantly
lower than Sal+ SE at day 14 (Fig. 1k). Different from its
effect on spines, MK801 significantly increased bouton
elimination dynamics over 14 days experimental period
(Fig. 1j), leading to cumulative enhancement of PV bouton
elimination (Fig. 1l). Importantly, EE counteracted the
MK801-induced aberrant PV bouton formation and elim-
ination dynamics starting from day 4 and day 2, respectively
(Fig. 1i, j). The protective effect of EE on PV bouton
plasticity was also long lasting, which abolished the
MK801-induced lower cumulative formation and higher
cumulative elimination in the drug- and enrichment-free
period (Fig. 1k, l). EE also protected the survival rates of
newly formed PV boutons at most time points (Supple-
mentary Fig. 3h–l). Since PVINs also target and inhibit
somatic regions of PNs and regulate their spike output [43],
we also examined PVIN somatic bouton numbers in L2/3
(Supplementary Fig. 3m–o). MK+ SE caused a transient
increase of bouton number at day 2, but this effect did not
persist at day 7 or day 14 (Supplementary Fig. 3p). We did
not observe any significant differences in the Sal+ EE and
MK+ EE groups comparing to Sal+ SE (Supplementary
Fig. 3p). In short, our data show that MK801 not only affects
excitatory dendritic spine plasticity as reported previously, it
also affects inhibitory PV bouton plasticity. Furthermore,
7 days of EE treatment is able to inhibit MK801-induced
prolonged loss of both L5 PN dendritic spines and L2/3
PVIN “en passant” axonal boutons.

The differences in the excitatory dendritic spine and
inhibitory PV bouton plasticity among different treatment
groups resulted in diverse patterns of excitatory and inhi-
bitory net structural changes within 14-day imaging ses-
sions. In the Sal+ SE control group, the dendritic spine net
increase peaked around day 4 (P34) and gradually
decreased afterward, while the PV bouton continually
increased over 14 days (Fig. 1m). Seven-day MK801
treatment led to a long-term reduction of both dendritic
spines and PV boutons (Fig. 1n), which is consistent with
the changes of synaptic numbers in the development of
schizophrenia [55]. The suppression of inhibitory and
excessive loss of excitatory circuits led to altered excitatory-
inhibitory balance in the FrA in the MK801 condition. In
contrast, EE promoted net increases in both dendritic spines
and PV boutons in both the MK+ EE and Sal+ EE groups
(Fig. 1o, p). To further investigate if the change of E/I
balance correlates with the recognition memory perfor-
mance, a feature of schizophrenic symptom, mice were
tested in NOR after 14 days of imaging period (Fig. 1b).
The result showed that the MK+ SE group displayed a

Fig. 1 EE prevents MK801-induced aberrant structural excitation
and inhibition balance and deficit in a novel object recognition
task. a Schematic of environmental enrichment (EE). b Left: Sche-
matic of the site of two-photon in vivo imaging in the frontal asso-
ciation cortex (FrA). Middle: Experimental design. Mice implanted
with cranial imaging window (CIW) at P20 were subjected to various
treatments for 7 days from postnatal day (P) 31 (days 1–7) and
returned to standard housing environment (SE) on days 8–16. Seven
imaging sessions were performed at days 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 14.
Novel object recognition (NOR) test was performed at days 15–16.
Right: Apical dendrites of layer (L) 5 pyramidal neurons (PNs)
expressing yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) and axons of L2/3
parvalbumin-expressing (PV) interneurons expressing red fluorescent
protein (tdTomato) were imaged at L1–3 in the FrA. The depth of the
imaging stack is shown as a cyan vertical bar. Representative images
of c dendritic branches and d PV axons in various groups. Arrowheads
mark sites of elimination. Arrows mark sites of formation. Asterisks
mark filopodia. Scale bar 4 µm. e, f Dynamics of spine formation and
elimination rate at individual imaging time windows. Light gray areas
represent the treatment period. g, h Cumulative rate of spine formation
and elimination from day 2. i, j Dynamics of PV bouton formation and
elimination rate at individual imaging time windows. k, l Cumulative
rate of PV bouton formation and elimination from day 2. m–p Per-
centage of spine (blue line) and PV bouton (red line) net change in
different treatment groups. q Representative heat maps show the time
(s) that mice spent in the arena with a novel object (N) and a familiar
object (F) during the recall test. r Discrimination ratio was derived
from time spent on the novel object over total time spent on the novel
and familiar objects during the NOR recall test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
***p < 0.001 compared to saline (Sal)+ SE; #p < 0.05, ##p < 0.01,
###p < 0.001 compared to 0.5 mg/kg of MK801(MK)+ SE. Data are
presented as mean ± s.e.m. s Absolute net change of spines over PV
boutons (structural E/I ratio) at day 14 significantly correlates with
discrimination ratio in the NOR. The linear regression line and cor-
relation coefficient (r) are shown (r= 0.6432, p= 0.0022, Pearson
correlation).
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decrease in the discrimination ratio compared to other
groups (Fig. 1q, r). The discrimination ratio among all
groups significantly correlated with the ratio of the net
changes of excitatory and inhibitory synaptic structures

(structural E/I) at day 14 (Fig. 1s). This finding suggests that
the structural and dynamic changes of excitatory and inhi-
bitory balance in the FrA play a role in recognition
memory-related cognitive function.
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design. P20 PV-Cre line mice were subjected to CIW and bilateral
adeno-associated viral (AAV) injection with DREADD or control
vector (vec) viruses in the FrA. Mice were injected with clozapine-N-
oxide (CNO) and either Sal or MK in SE or EE for 7 days from P31
(day 1) and imaged on days 0, 2, 7, and 14. NOR test was performed
at days 15–16. PL prelimbic cortex. b Upon CNO administration,
hM3D(Gq) and hM4D(Gi) receptors were activated to induce excita-
tion (-Ex) and inhibition (-In) of PV interneurons, respectively.
Representative images of c dendritic branches and f PV axons
in various groups. Arrowheads mark sites of elimination. Arrows
mark sites of formation. Asterisks mark filopodia. Scale bar 4 µm.

d, e, g, h Cumulative rate of spine and PV bouton formation and
elimination from day 2. Light gray areas represent the treatment per-
iod. i–m Percentage of spine (blue line) and PV bouton (red line) net
change in different treatment groups. n Representative heat maps show
the time (s) that mice spent in the arena with a novel object (N) and a
familiar object (F) during the recall test. o Discrimination ratio
(exploration time of the novel object/total exploration time of the novel
and familiar objects) during the NOR recall test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01,
***p < 0.001 compared to Sal+ vec+ SE; #p < 0.05, ##p < 0.01,
###p < 0.001 compared to MK+ vec+ SE. Data are presented as
mean ± s.e.m. p Absolute net change of spines over PV boutons
(structural E/I ratio) at day 14 significantly correlates with NOR dis-
crimination ratio. The linear regression line and correlation coefficient
(r) are shown (r= 0.5715, p= 0.0035, Pearson correlation).
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Selective excitation of PVINs mimics, while
inhibition of PVINs abolishes the beneficial effects
of EE on animal behaviors and structural E/I balance

Recent studies show that repeated activation of PVINs in
adolescent mice produces long-lasting prevention of cog-
nitive dysfunction in a schizophrenia model [6] and mimics
the beneficial effects of EE on stress-induced dendritic spine
loss in a depression model [56]. To investigate the role of
frontal PVINs in the beneficial effects of EE on synaptic
plasticity and animal behavior in the MK801-induced
schizophrenia-like model, we selectively manipulated the
activity of PVINs by using the chemogenetic technique,
designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs
(DREADDs), in the FrA. PV-Cre mice were microinjected
with AAV expressing Cre-dependent hM3D(Gq) or hM4D
(Gi) receptor bilaterally in the FrA 10 days before the start
of daily MK801 and CNO (0.3 mg/kg) injections (Fig. 2a,
Supplementary Fig. 4a). AAV-hSyn-DIO-mCherry virus
was injected as the control vector (vec) in the Sal+ vec+
SE and MK+ vec+ SE groups. The activity of frontal L2/3
PVINs was selectively activated (PV-Ex) or inhibited (PV-
In) by CNO (Fig. 2b). To test the specificity and efficiency
of the DREADD system, brain sections of the FrA region
with the injection of control vector (vec) or hM3D(Gq)
vector (PV-Ex) were immunostaining with PV and c-Fos
(Supplementary Fig. 4b). More than 90% of AAV-infected
neurons were anti-PV positive in both vec and PV-Ex
groups, confirming that the viruses can selectively target
PVINs (Supplementary Fig. 4c). About 95% of PV-Ex cells
were c-Fos positive, a percentage significantly higher than
that of vec, showing the selective activation of PVINs with
the use of CNO (Supplementary Fig. 4d). CNO has been
shown to be metabolized to clozapine in vivo [57], while
acute clozapine administration may exert antipsychotic
effects on animal behavior [58]. To ensure the effect of 0.3
mg/kg CNO used in the experiment was due to the
manipulation of PVIN activity, we examined the effect of
CNO with 7-day MK801 treatment. We found that neither
CNO nor hM3D(Gq) alone affected MK801-induced
behavioral deficits (Supplementary Fig. 4e–j).

To study if PVIN activity in the FrA was involved in the
effects of EE on animal behavior in chronic MK801-treated
mice, schizophrenia-related behavioral tests were conducted
after 7-day manipulation of PVIN activity (Supplementary
Fig. 5a). We found that PV-Ex showed similar effects as EE
in animal behavioral tests. Both MK+ PV-Ex+ SE and
MK+ vec+ EE restored MK801-induced schizophrenia-
like behavioral phenotypes in EPM, NOR, and PPI (Sup-
plementary Fig. 5d–f), while both groups had no effect on
OFT and FC (Supplementary Fig. 5b, c). On the contrary,
PV-In abolished the beneficial effects of EE on the MK801-
induced deficits in EPM, NOR, and PPI (Supplementary

Fig. 5d–f), suggesting that the effect of EE on
schizophrenia-like behaviors is dependent on the activity of
PVINs. We next examined the effects of selective manip-
ulation of PVINs on dendritic spine and PV bouton plasti-
city (Supplementary Fig. 5g). Four imaging sessions were
carried out at days 0, 2, 7, and 14 (Fig. 2a–c, f). PV-Ex
inhibited the MK801-induced reduction of spine formation,
which restored the cumulative dendritic spine formation rate
to the level of Sal+ vec+ SE at day 2 (Fig. 2d). This effect
persisted in days 7–14, but it had no effect on the rate of
elimination (Fig. 2d, e). Conversely, PV-In abolished the
spine formation promotion effect of EE. The cumulative
dendritic spine formation rate in MK+ PV-In+ EE drop-
ped to the MK+ vec+ SE level (Fig. 2d). For the PV
bouton plasticity, MK+ PV-Ex+ SE significantly
increased the rate of PV bouton formation and decreased the
rate of elimination from day 2 onward when compared to
MK+ vec+ SE (Fig. 2g, h), restoring the PV bouton
plasticity to the control level. On the other hand, MK+ PV-
In+ EE abolished the protective effects of EE against
MK801 on both PV bouton formation and elimination
(Fig. 2g, h). The survival rates of newly formed synapses in
MK+ PV-Ex+ SE were also higher than MK+ vec+ SE,
while in MK+ PV-In+ EE were lower than Sal+ vec+
SE or MK+ vec+ EE (Supplementary Fig. 5h–k). For PV
somatic boutons, we did not observe any significant dif-
ferences among each group (Supplementary Fig. 5l).

The pattern of net structural changes of excitatory and
inhibitory synapses in MK+ PV-Ex+ SE was similar to
the normal development as Sal+ vec+ SE control group,
with a gradual increase of PV boutons and leveled spine
numbers over 14 days (Fig. 2i, l), while the MK+ PV-In+
EE pattern was similar to the MK+ vec+ SE (Fig. 2j, m).
We further examined the effect of PVIN activity manip-
ulation on recognition memory in NOR. We found that MK
+ vec+ SE and MK+ PV-In+ EE mice displayed a lower
discrimination ratio than the other three groups, and the
ratio of all mice significantly correlated with the structural
E/I value at day 14 (Fig. 2n–p). In sum, these results reveal
that selective excitation of PVINs in the FrA mimics the
effect of EE on synaptic plasticity and animal behaviors in
the MK801-treated mice, while inhibition of PVINs abol-
ishes the effects of EE on the synapses and behaviors.

Selective excitation of PVINs ameliorates MK801-
induced dendritic spine plasticity of L2/3 PNs and
synaptic deficits in L2/3 PNs and PVINs in ex vivo
electrophysiology recordings

L2/3 PVINs innervates both L2/3 and L5 PNs [59, 60]. To
further study the effects of EE and L2/3 PVINs manipula-
tion in the FrA, we also examined the dendritic spine
plasticity of L2/3 PNs. GFP was expressed in L2/3 PNs by
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in utero electroporation (at E15 ± 0.5) in PV-Cre mice, and
DREADD AAVs were microinjected in the FrA at P20
(Fig. 3a). Daily MK801 and CNO injections were admini-
strated for 7 days (P31–P37), with imaging at days 0, 2, and
7 (Fig. 3a, b). Unlike what we observed in L5 PNs,
two days of MK801 injection caused a significant increase
in spine elimination and decrease in spine formation, and

the effects persisted at day 7 in L2/3 PNs (Fig. 3c, d). EE
treatment failed to prevent MK801-induced deficits in either
spine elimination or formation in the first 2 days (Fig. 3c),
but inhibited MK801 effects on spine elimination and for-
mation at day 7 (Fig. 3d). Compared to the spine plasticity
of L5 PNs (Fig. 1e, g), these data showed that EE exerted its
beneficial effect on L2/3 PNs later than L5. PV-Ex
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significantly inhibited MK801-induced effects on spine
elimination and formation at both days 2 and 7, while PV-
In abolished the EE’s effects, returning the rate of spine
formation and elimination to the MK+ vec+ SE level
(Fig. 3c, d). With the diverse dynamics of spine formation
and elimination in each group, the net change of spines also
altered accordingly (Fig. 3e). In addition, both EE and PV-
Ex inhibited MK801-caused decrease in the survival rate of
newly formed spines, while PV-In abolished the EE’s effect
(Fig. 3f). These data showed that the activity of L2/3 PVINs
is involved in the modulation of dendritic spine plasticity
not only in the L5 PNs but also in L2/3 PNs under chronic
MK801 and EE treatments.

To examine the effects of MK801 and PV-Ex on L2/
3 synaptic transmission and neuronal excitatory-inhibitory
balance, we performed patch-clamp electrophysiology on
L2/3 PNs (Fig. 3g, h) and PVINs (Fig. 3k, l) from acute FrA
slices and recorded mEPSC and mIPSC after 7-day Sal+
vec, MK+ vec, or MK+ PV-Ex treatment. For L2/3 PNs,
MK801 significantly reduced the frequency of mEPSC
compared to control Sal+ vec (Supplementary Fig. 6a).
This is consistent with the overall loss of dendritic spines of
L2/3 PNs in MK+ vec+ SE (Fig. 3e). Activation of PVINs
also significantly increased mEPSC amplitude (Supple-
mentary Fig. 6c). However, there was no detectable change
in the amplitude or frequency of mIPSCs in PNs (Supple-
mentary Fig. 6b, d). Overall, MK801 decreased the

frequency but not the amplitude of mEPSC/mIPSC (E/I)
ratio in PNs (Fig. 3i, j).

For L2/3 PVINs, MK801 did not significantly change
neither the frequency and amplitude of mEPSC or mIPCS
(Supplementary Fig. 6e–h) nor the E/I ratio in the frequency
and amplitude when compared to Sal+ vec (Fig. 3m, n).
These results suggest that MK801 minimally affected the
synaptic inputs of PVINs. The effects of PV-Ex on the L2/3
PVINs were also small under the MK801 condition, which
only led to a decrease in the mEPSC frequency compared to
Sal+ vec or MK+ vec (Fig. 3m, n, Supplementary
Fig. 6e–h). To further address whether MK801 and PV-Ex
alter the physiological output of PVINs, the F–I property of
PVINs was recorded (F–I curve, Fig. 3o). We found that
PV-Ex decreased the lowest (threshold) step current that is
required to drive PVINs to spike (Fig. 3p). In addition,
MK801 significantly decreased the resting membrane
potential (RMP), an effect that was inhibited by PV-Ex
(Fig. 3q). Despite the lower RMP, MK801 did not detec-
tably alter the maximal, instantaneous firing rate (FR) of
PVINs, while PV-Ex dampened their FR (Fig. 3r). Hence,
selective PVIN activation reverses some of the synaptic
effects induced by MK801 but appears to have some other
side effects on PVIN excitability.

Selective excitation of PVINs mimics, while
inhibition of PVINs abolishes the therapeutic effects
of EE on synaptic plasticity and animal behaviors
under post-MK801 treatment

MK801 exerted prolong effects on both the dendritic spine
and PV bouton plasticity even in the drug-free period
(Fig. 1g, k, l). Based on this finding, we next asked if EE or
selective activation of PVINs exerts therapeutic effects
under preexisting synaptic deficits induced by MK801.
Mice expressing DREADD receptors in FrA were first
treated with 7 days of saline or MK801 in days 1–7 (Sal/
MK > ), then followed by a 7-day treatment with EE or
PVIN manipulations (PV-Ex or PV-In; Fig. 4a). Three
imaging sessions for dendritic spines of L5 PNs and L2/3
PV boutons were carried out at days 0, 7, and 14 (Fig. 4b,
g), and behavioral tests were performed after the last ima-
ging session (Fig. 4a). Consistent with the previous findings
in Figs. 1 and 2 and Supplementary Fig. 2, 7-day MK801
treatment significantly decreased the spine formation rate
but had no effect on spine elimination under the drug
administration period (days 0–7; Fig. 4c), and the spine
formation rate returned to normal level during the MK801-
free period (days 7–14; Fig. 4d). However, 7-day EE or PV-
Ex treatment significantly increased the spine formation rate
when compared to MK > vec+ SE or Sal > vec+ SE group
(Fig. 4d). The promotion of spine formation by EE or PV-
Ex was enough to compensate for the loss of spines during

Fig. 3 Selective excitation of PVINs ameliorates MK801-induced
dendritic spine plasticity of L2/3 PNs and synaptic deficits in L2/3
PNs and PVINs in ex vivo electrophysiology recordings.
a Experiment design. Mice were subjected to in utero electroporation
at embryonic day (E) 15 ± 0.5 to express GFP in L2/3 PNs and fol-
lowed with AAV injection and treatments. In vivo thinned-skull
imaging was performed at days 0, 2, and 7. Apical dendrites of L2/3
PNs at L1 were imaged in the FrA. The depth of the imaging stack is
shown as the cyan vertical bar. b Representative images of apical
dendrites of L2/3 PNs are shown. Arrowheads mark sites of spine
elimination. Arrows mark sites of newly formed spines. Asterisks
mark filopodia. Scale bar 4 µm. Rate of spine elimination and forma-
tion for c 2-day (days 0–2) and d 7-day (days 0–7) treatment. e Net
change of dendritic spines over 2 days and 7 days of treatment.
f Percentage of newly formed spines at day 2 that survived at day 7.
Schematic diagram shows patch-clamp recording in L2/3 g PNs and k
PVINs of FrA slices after 7-day treatment. Representative traces of
mEPSC (Vh=−70 mV) and mIPSC (Vh=+10 mV) recorded from h
PNs and l PVINs using whole-cell patch-clamp (Cs+ Gluconate
internal solution). i, j, m, n Frequency and amplitude of mEPSC over
mIPSC (E/I) of L2/3 PNs and PVINs. o Representative traces of
spiking activity recorded from PVINs when challenged with square
current injection (K+ gluconate internal solution). Low (red trace; first
spike) and high current (390 pA; black trace) injection. The p lowest
(threshold) step current (IThreshold) for inducing the first spike, q resting
membrane potential (RMP), and r maximal, instantaneous firing rate
(FR) of PVINs are shown. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 com-
pared to Sal+ vec or Sal+ vec+ SE; #p < 0.05, ##p < 0.01, ###p <
0.001 compared to MK+ vec or MK+ vec+ SE. Data are presented
as mean ± s.d. in c–e, i, j, m, n, and p–r and s.e.m. in f.
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the MK801 exposure, which restored the net change of
spines to the normal level of the Sal > vec+ SE control
group at day 14 (Fig. 4e, Supplementary Fig. 7a). In con-
trast, PV-In abolished the therapeutic effect of EE on spine
formation (Fig. 4d, e) and induced significant net loss of
spines to the level lower than MK > vec+ SE at day 14
(Supplementary Fig. 7a). For the PV bouton plasticity, the

7-day MK801 injection caused a significant increase in PV
bouton elimination and a significant decrease in PV bouton
formation (Fig. 4h). Both EE and PV-Ex groups inhibited
the elevated PV bouton elimination induced by MK801 in
days 7–14, but only PV-Ex significantly increased the PV
bouton formation (Fig. 4i). Although PV-Ex and EE
increased the formation and decreased the elimination of PV
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bouton in days 0–14 compared to MK > vec+ SE, it was
not enough to totally restore the net change to the Sal > vec
+ SE control level at day 14 (Fig. 4j, Supplementary
Fig. 7b). Conversely, PV-In abolished the therapeutic effect
of EE on PV bouton plasticity (Fig. 4i, j) and led to a net
loss of PV boutons to the level lower than MK > vec+ SE
at day 14 (Supplementary Fig. 7b). The survival rate of
newly formed spines and PV boutons was also rescued by
EE or PV-Ex, while PV-In abolished the remedial effect of
EE (Fig. 4f, k). The behavioral tests showed that EE or PV-
Ex was sufficient to rescue the schizophrenia-like deficits
induced by MK801 in EPM, NOR, and PPI, whereas PV-In
abolished the therapeutic effect of EE (Fig. 4l–n). Neither
EE nor PV-Ex was able to rescue MK-induced impairment
in FC (Supplementary Fig. 7d). There was no significant
change among all groups in OFT (Supplementary Fig. 7c).
Taken together, these synaptic and behavioral data suggest
that PVIN activity plays an important role in EE to restored
MK801-induced impairments in dendritic spine plasticity
and animal behaviors; however, the therapeutic effect of EE
or PV-Ex on PV boutons might take more than 7 days to
restore back to control level under post-MK801 treatment.

Selective excitation of PVINs mimics, while
inhibition of PVINs erases the therapeutic effects
of EE on synaptic plasticity and animal behaviors
in PV-Cre; ErbB4fl/fl mutants

Lastly, we asked if the involvement of PVINs in the bene-
ficial action of EE on synapses and behavior can also apply to

a genetic model with schizophrenia-like behaviors. Here, we
used a PV-Cre; ErbB4fl/fl conditional knockout (cKO) mouse,
where ErbB4 was selectively ablated in PVINs [61]. This
genetic model has been shown to have schizophrenia-like
phenotypes in contextual [32] and auditory-cued [33] FC,
radial arm maze [34], and PPI [34] tests, and have reduced
spine density and excitatory synapse number in the FrA at the
adult stage [61]. To examine if the cKO mice at the adoles-
cent age show any schizophrenia-like symptoms, behavioral
tests were performed at P30–33. Apart from OFT, 1-month-
old cKO mice displayed schizophrenia-relevant phenotypes in
EPM, NOR, FC, and PPI tests compared to the wild-type
control (Ctrl; Supplementary Fig. 8a–e). These behavioral
data revealed that early adolescent cKO mice already exhib-
ited schizophrenia-like symptoms. To further examine if the
EE or PV-Ex can rescue the schizophrenia-related behaviors,
male PV-Cre; ErbB4fl/fl mice were injected with Cre-
dependent control vector, hM3D(Gq), or hM4D(Gi) recep-
tor in the FrA 10 days before the start of daily CNO injection
(Fig. 5a). Behavioral tests were carried out after 7-day treat-
ment (Fig. 5a). We found that cKO > vec + SE mice showed
schizophrenia-like behaviors in EPM, NOR, FC, and PPI tests
(Fig. 5b–e), but not OFT (Supplementary Fig. 8f). EE or PV-
Ex rescued cKO deficits in EPM, NOR, and PPI (Fig. 5b, c,
e). In FC, PV-Ex significantly restored fear memory to the
Ctrl > vec+ SE control level while EE did not (Fig. 5d).
Selective inhibition of PVINs abolished the beneficial effects
of EE in EPM, NOR, and PPI (Fig. 5b, c, e), further sug-
gesting that the therapeutic effects of EE on schizophrenia-
like behaviors is dependent on the activity of PVINs.

To examine the dendritic spine plasticity of L5 PNs and
L2/3 PV bouton plasticity in the cKO model, in vivo ima-
ging was conducted at days 0, 2, and 7 during adolescence
(P30–37; Fig. 5f, g, l). cKO mice showed a decrease in
spine formation and an increase in spine elimination at day
2 and day 7 compared to Ctrl (Fig. 5h, i). These changes in
cKO mice led to a significant net reduction of spines
(Fig. 5j). EE or PV-Ex rescued the deficits on spine plas-
ticity and net change in cKO mice, and EE showed a higher
net increase of spines within 7 days when compared to Ctrl
> vec+ SE (Fig. 5h–j). In contrast, PV-In abolished the
therapeutic effects of EE on the spine plasticity and net
change (Fig. 5h–j). The reduction of survival rate of newly
formed spines in cKO was also rescued by EE or PV-Ex,
while PV-In abolished the effect of EE (Fig. 5k). Similar
trends were also observed on the PV bouton plasticity.
Compared to cKO, EE significantly reduced PV bouton
elimination at both days 2 and 7, and significantly increased
PV bouton formation at day 7 but not day 2 (Fig. 5m, n).
Overall, EE led to a net increase of boutons and it also
increased the survival rate of boutons within 7-day treat-
ment (Fig. 5o, p). PV-Ex significantly increased PV bouton
formation and reduced PV bouton elimination at both days

Fig. 4 Selective excitation of PVINs mimics, while inhibition
of PVINs abolishes the therapeutic effects of EE on synaptic
plasticity and animal behaviors under post-MK801 treatment.
a Experimental design. Mice injected with DREADD viruses at P20
were administrated by 7-day Sal or MK treatment starting from P31
(days 1–7) and followed with 7-day CNO+ SE or CNO+ EE on days
8–16. In vivo thinned-skull imaging was performed at days 0, 7, and
14, and behavioral tests from days 15–18. Representative images of
b dendritic branches and g PV axons in various groups. Arrowheads
mark sites of elimination. Arrows mark sites of formation. Asterisks
mark filopodia. Scale bar 4 µm. Rate of spine elimination and forma-
tion for c days 0–7, d days 7–14, and e days 0–14 treatment. f Per-
centage of newly formed spines at day 7 that survived at day 14. Rate
of PV bouton elimination and formation for h days 0–7, i days 7–14,
and j days 0–14 treatment. k Percentage of newly formed PV boutons
at day 7 that survived at day 14. l Duration ratio was derived from time
spent in open arms over total time spent in open and closed arms in the
elevated plus maze. m Discrimination ratio (exploration time of the
novel object/total exploration time of the novel and familiar objects)
during the recall test of novel object recognition. n Prepulse inhibition
test. The startle response to 110 and 120 dB pulse stimulus and pre-
pulse inhibition response to a prepulse–pulse stimulus at 71–110,
77–110, 71–120, and 77–120 dB are presented on the left and the right
side of the panel, respectively. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001
compared to Sal > vec+ SE; #p < 0.05, ##p < 0.01, ###p < 0.001 com-
pared to MK > vec+ SE. Data are presented as mean ± s.d. in c–e and
h–j and s.e.m. in f, k, and l–n.
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2 and 7, normalizing the deficits of PV bouton plasticity, net
change, and survival rate in cKO mice (Fig. 5m–p). In
contrast, PV-In abolished the therapeutic effects of EE on
the PV bouton plasticity, net change, and survival rate of
boutons (Fig. 5m–p).

When we examined the excitatory and inhibitory net
structural changes, we found that the pattern in cKO mice

(Supplementary Fig. 8h) was similar to the MK801-induced
pattern (Fig. 2j), and it was returned to the normal devel-
opmental pattern as the Ctrl (Supplementary Fig. 8g) by
selective activation of PVINs in the FrA (cKO > PV-Ex+
SE group; Supplementary Fig. 8j). The pattern in the cKO
> PV-In+ EE group was similar to the cKO > vec+ SE
group (Supplementary Fig. 8h, k). With the diverse patterns
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of E/I in each group, the structural E/I ratio differs
accordingly. In particular, selective activation of PVINs in
the FrA of cKO mice restored the structural E/I ratio to Ctrl
level, while selective inhibition of PVINs inhibited the
therapeutic effects of EE (Supplementary Fig. 8l). In short,
these results suggest that EE or selective activation of
PVINs in FrA rescues schizophrenia-like behavioral and
synaptic impairments not only in the MK801-induced
NMDAR hypofunction model but also in the ErbB4 cKO
genetic model.

Discussion

EE has been shown to provide beneficial effects on various
animal models of neurological and psychiatric disorders,
including schizophrenia [36, 62]. The paradigms of EE
commonly used in rodents consist of enhanced sensory,
motor, social, and cognitive stimuli. However, the com-
plexity of the paradigm makes it challenging to clarify the
precise mechanism and thus limits its translational

application in human therapy [37]. Here, we found that
positive environmental (i.e., EE) or selective activation of
frontal PVINs ameliorated the behavioral and synaptic
abnormalities in the MK801-induced NMDAR antagonism
and the genetic ablation of ErbB4 in PVINs mouse models
with schizophrenia-like behaviors. The number of excita-
tory spines of PNs and inhibitory “en passant” boutons of
PVINs were both decreased during the adolescent stage in
these two different models. Selective activation of PVINs in
the FrA restored structural E/I balance and behavioral def-
icits. The preventative and therapeutic effects of EE on
behavior and synaptic plasticity could be abolished by
selective inhibition of frontal PV interneurons, indicating
the involvement of PV interneurons in the beneficial actions
of EE. Combining behavioral analyses, electrophysiology,
and in vivo synaptic structural imaging, we not only provide
evidence to support the important roles of NMDAR and
PVIN functions in animal behaviors and synaptic plasticity,
but also reveal a possible synaptic mechanism of EE. Our
findings further suggest the potential therapeutic effects of
both positive environment and specific pharmacological
treatment for schizophrenia.

Adolescence is the critical period for schizophrenic
development [63] and treatment [5], therefore we aimed to
investigate the dynamic plasticity of dendritic spines and
“en passant” axonal bouton of PVINs in the FrA during the
adolescent period in this study. In vivo imaging and treat-
ments were performed from the early to middle adolescent
period (P30–48) [64] with the use of a rapid behavioral
testing battery with short intertask intervals. It is noted that
there could be a possible carryover effect on animal beha-
viors with short intertask intervals between behavioral tests;
therefore, we have compared our control group data with
literatures that used C57BL/6 mice during adolescence in a
nonbattery test or with the intertask interval more than
7 days. We found that our control group showed compar-
able results with other studies in EPM [65, 66], NOR
[67, 68], PPI [66, 69], and FC [53, 65] behavioral tests,
suggesting that the rapid behavioral testing battery has
minimum impact on animal behavior in the current study. In
addition, a previous study also found that there is no major
difference in performance between mice of the standard test
battery (1-week intertask interval) and the rapid test battery
(1–2 days intertask interval) using C57BL/6 mice in PPI
and startle habituation tests [70].

Given that schizophrenia is a neurodevelopmental psy-
chiatric disorder, the onset of specific symptoms and the
effectiveness of treatments might vary at different ages and
stages of disease development. For instance, hyperactivity
that is regarded as a positive symptom has been found in
adult PV-Cre; ErbB4fl/fl mice [34, 71], while our data
showed that adolescent PV-Cre; ErbB4fl/fl mice (P30, P37)
did not display hyperactivity in the OFT. This discrepancy

Fig. 5 Selective excitation of PVINs mimics, while inhibition of
PVINs erases the therapeutic effects of EE on synaptic plasticity
and animal behaviors in conditional knockout of ErBb4 mice.
a Experiment design of the behavioral testing battery. PV-Cre mouse
and ErBb4fl/fl mouse were crossbred to generate a PV-Cre; ErbB4wt/wt

(Ctrl) or PV-Cre; ErbB4fl/fl(cKO) mouse. Male mice were subjected to
AAV injection at P20, followed by 7-day CNO+ SE or CNO+ EE
treatment from P31 to P37. Behavioral tests were performed from P38
to P41. b Duration ratio was derived from time spent in open arms
over total time spent in open and closed arms in the elevated plus
maze. c Discrimination ratio (exploration time of the novel object/total
exploration time of the novel and familiar objects) during the recall
test of novel object recognition. d Auditory-cued fear conditioning.
Percentages of freezing response before conditioned stimulus (Pre-CS)
and during conditioned stimulus (CS) period are shown. e Prepulse
inhibition test. The startle response to 110 and 120 dB pulse stimulus
and prepulse inhibition response to a prepulse–pulse stimulus at
71–110, 77–110, 71–120, and 77–120 dB are presented on the left and
the right side of the panel, respectively. f Experiment design of exci-
tatory and inhibitory synaptic structure imaging in the FrA. Mice
expressing YFP in L5 PNs and tdTomato in PVINs were subjected to
AAV injection at P20 and 7 days of CNO+ SE or CNO+ EE treat-
ment from P31 to 37 (days 1–7). The depth of the imaging stack is
shown as the cyan vertical bar. Representative images of g dendritic
branches and l PV axons in various groups at days 0, 2, and 7.
Arrowheads mark sites of elimination. Arrows mark sites of formation.
Asterisks mark filopodia. Scale bar 4 µm. Rate of spine elimination and
formation for h 2-day (days 0–2) and i 7-day (days 0–7) treatment.
j Net change of dendritic spines over 2 days and 7 days of treatment.
k Percentage of newly formed spines at day 2 that survived at day 7.
Rate of PV bouton elimination and formation for m 2-day (days 0–2)
and n 7-day (days 0–7) treatment. o Net change of PV boutons over
2 days and 7 days of treatment. p Percentage of newly formed PV
boutons at day 2 that survived at day 7. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p <
0.001 compared to Ctrl > vec+ SE; #p < 0.05, ##p < 0.01, ###p < 0.001
compared to cKO > vec + SE. Data are presented as mean ± s.d. in h–j
and m–o and s.e.m. in b–e, k, and p.
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may be due to the age of the animal used, in which the onset
of positive symptoms (e.g., hyperactivity) could manifest
later than the negative and cognitive symptoms (e.g., defi-
cits in recognition memory, fear memory, and PPI) in this
animal model. This observation is in line with recent studies
in schizophrenia patients that the onset of psychosis (posi-
tive symptoms) often be preceded by negative and cognitive
symptoms for weeks, months, or years [72–75]. On the
other hand, the degree of beneficial effects of EE may also
vary depending on the age of EE exposure. In adult animal
models of schizophrenia, it often takes at least 2 weeks of
EE to ameliorate schizophrenia-like behaviors [36, 76]. In
contrast, our data showed that 1-week EE during adoles-
cence has preventative and therapeutic effects to ameliorate
schizophrenia-like behaviors. Our finding is consistent with
a recent study showing that 1 week of EE exposure during
adolescence (P23–29) prevented the development of adult
behavioral deficits in the MAM-E17 rat model of schizo-
phrenia [77]. EE was also found to improve monosodium
glutamate-induced cognitive deficits more in periadolescent
than in adult rats [78]. Our data together with these findings
suggest that the exposure of EE during adolescence exerts
augmented and prolonged effects on animal behavior.

In humans, one of the key neuropathological features
underpinning the onset of schizophrenic symptoms is the
dendritic spine loss in the dorsolateral PFC and the primary
auditory cortex [2, 13, 14, 79]. Since the evidence of spi-
nopathy was mostly derived from the postmortem brain
tissues of the patients, these static data might not be able to
recapitulate the dynamic changes in the pathological brain
development, especially for the initiation and progression of
schizophrenia within adolescence. Using in vivo two-
photon imaging, our data showed that repeated exposure
of MK801 during adolescence (P30–37) induced a general
reduction of dendritic spines in both L2/3 and L5 PNs in the
FrA. The overall trend of spine net change in L2/3 and L5
PNs was similar, yet the effect on spine plasticity was dif-
ferent: MK801 increased spine elimination and decreased
spine formation in L2/3 PNs, while it only reduced spine
formation in L5. This subtle discrepancy in the degree of
dendritic spine plasticity between L2/3 and L5 PNs may be
due to the spine dynamic differences on apical dendrites of
PNs between L2/3 and L5. It is known that the baseline
spine dynamics on apical dendrites of L2/3 PNs are higher
than those of L5 in adolescent mice [80]. Given that
synaptic plasticity response upon alterations of activity and
environment [5, 81], the higher spine dynamics observed in
L2/3 PNs suggest that they are more vulnerable to external
insults. Moreover, our finding on L5 PNs is also different
from a human postmortem study that spine loss was found
only in the prefrontal L3 PN in schizophrenia, but not in L5
and L6 [82]. However, the previous study examined the
basal dendrites of L5 PNs [82], while here we examined the

apical dendrites of L5 PNs located at L1. It is noted that
tufted L5 PNs have extensive apical dendrites in L1–3 to
receive multiple inter-, intra- and thalamocortical inputs in
the frontal cortex [83]. Clinical studies have reported that
these excitatory inputs are dampened in schizophrenia
[84, 85], suggesting the dysfunction of connectivity in the
frontal circuits. Thus, the layer-specific weakening of
excitatory inputs might result in a reduction in the spine
formation on the portions of apical dendrites of L5 PNs but
not on the basal dendrites of the same neuron.

Although the research on the electrophysiological func-
tion and biochemical expression of cortical PV interneurons
has been investigated extensively in the past few decades,
the studies on synaptic plasticity are still scarce. Our in vivo
two-photon imaging data demonstrated that saline-treated
mice displayed an overall net increase of PV axonal bou-
tons. The formation rate was higher than the elimination
rate within 2 weeks of adolescence (P30–44), which agrees
with the previous finding on the upregulation of PV
expression in the human PFC during postnatal development
[22]. Moreover, the dynamic changes of PV axonal boutons
(i.e., formation and elimination rate) were lower than the
dendritic spine, suggesting that they are comparatively more
stable than dendritic spines in the FrA during the adoles-
cence period. In schizophrenic patients, alterations of PVIN
electrophysiology and expression have been reported on
fixed or acute brain slices [22, 24]. Our data further showed
that both NMDAR antagonist and gene ablation led to a net
loss of PV boutons by enhancing the elimination and
reducing the formation. It is noted that MK801-induced
enhancement of bouton elimination maintained throughout
14 days, while its effect on reduction of bouton formation
only occurred in the treatment period. On the other hand,
the preventative effect of EE (co-MK801 treatment) on PV
bouton elimination dynamic is faster than the effect on
formation (Fig. 1i, j), while the therapeutic effect of EE
(post-MK801 treatment) only works on PV bouton elim-
ination dynamic but not formation (Fig. 4i). All these results
indicate that the PV bouton pruning might be more vul-
nerable and respond more quickly to external stimuli than
the synaptogenesis. In addition to altered bouton dynamics,
MK801 also dampened PVIN excitability by lowering RMP
and increasing the threshold current required to fire off
spikes. Since cortical PVINs mainly comprised of basket
and chandelier cells, which innervate soma and proximal
dendrites, or the axon initial segment of PNs [86], our
observation that only “en passant” boutons but not somatic
boutons were affected suggests repeated MK801 might
affect specific subtype of PVINs.

The late stage of brain maturation involves calibration of
E/I balance in the neocortex by pruning excitatory synapses
and proliferating inhibitory circuits [55]. Maintaining the
appropriate E/I balance is critical for cognitive functions,
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and aberrant E/I balance in frontal cortical circuits is asso-
ciated with schizophrenia [12, 87, 88]. As the synaptic
plasticity of inhibitory PVINs and excitatory PNs is crucial
to control the cortical inhibitory and excitatory circuits
respectively [89, 90], it raises a possibility that the proper
structural level between excitatory dendritic spines and
inhibitory PV boutons may provide a potential neurobio-
logical basis for cognitive functions. These synaptic struc-
tural changes of excitatory and inhibitory circuits were
taken as an index of structural E/I ratio in our study. In the
14-day imaging timeframe during adolescence, 7-day
MK801 treatment caused ~14.8% reduction of excitatory
dendritic spines of L5 PNs and ~22.4% reduction of L2/3
PV inhibitory boutons in net changes compared with con-
trol, leading to a lower synaptic E/I level and an increase of
structural E/I ratio in the FrA. This finding coincides with
the reduced strengths of prefrontal excitatory and inhibitory
synapses observed with longitudinal neuroimaging in chil-
dren developing schizophrenia [55], which provide evi-
dence to further support the potential importance of
NMDAR hypofunction in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia
as well as NMDAR antagonism as a suitable experimental
model for schizophrenia. We also found that the structural
E/I ratio significantly correlated with the recognition
memory performance in NOR, which agrees with recent
studies showing increased E/I balance in the PFC disrupts
cognitive function [87, 91].

Previous studies show that optogenetic or chemogenetic
inhibition of PVIN activity in wild-type animals induces an
increase in E/I value, decrease in gamma oscillation, and
schizophrenia-related behaviors, while PVIN activation
restores these impairments [6, 87, 92, 93]. Recent studies
also show that elevation of E/I ratio elicits impairment in
information processing and behavioral impairments are
reversed by maintaining the original E/I balance through
PVIN activation in the PFC [87, 91, 92]. It is suggested that
PVINs probably act as a key regulator for E/I balance in
information processing in the frontal cortex. Moreover,
anatomical studies have shown that mediodorsal thalamus
sends mostly excitatory projection to the PFC, and axons
arising from mediodorsal thalamus directly synapse onto
and excite L3 PVINs that in turn mediate feedforward
inhibition of L3 and L5 PNs in the PFC [87, 94, 95]. A
recent finding suggests that the strength of thalamofrontal
synapses onto PVINs is stronger than that onto L5 PNs to
maintain a high level of inhibition relative to excitation in
PNs [87]. Thus, it explains that local PVIN activation in the
FrA exerts such big effects on regional synaptic circuitry, E/
I balance, and animal behaviors. On the other hand, PVINs
have also been proposed to play a role in the beneficial
effects of EE on specific brain regions and conditions. A
recent study shows that selective excitation of PVINs in the
barrel cortex prevents stress-induced dendritic spine loss

similar to the effects of EE [56]. The effect of EE on neu-
rogenesis in the dentate gyrus is also mediated by PVIN
activity, in which local activation of PV cells in the dentate
gyrus mimics EE’s impact, while inhibition of PVIN abol-
ishes it [96]. To identify the role of PVINs in EE under
schizophrenia-like conditions, we used the chemogenetic
method to inhibit PVINs in L2/3 of the FrA with EE under
repeated exposure of MK801 or genetic knockout of ErbB4
in PVINs. Our data suggest that inhibition of PVIN activity
abolished preventative and therapeutic effects of EE on
animal behaviors and synaptic plasticity, while activation of
PVINs in the FrA mimicked the effects of EE. Selective
activation of PVINs has previously been shown to prevent
dendritic spine loss under stress in the FrA and barrel cortex
[45, 56]. Here, we showed that PVIN activation not only
prevented MK801-induced spine loss in L2/3 and L5 PNs
but also restored the cognition and the structural E/I balance
by increasing PV bouton number. Interestingly, we found
that activation of PVINs restored MK801-induced dendritic
spine deficits of L2/3 PNs as early as day 2, while EE took
7 days, reflecting the beneficial effect of PVIN activation
acts more directly on L2/3 dendritic spine than EE.
These findings propose that the beneficial effects of EE
under schizophrenia-like conditions require the appropriate
activity of PVINs, developing a drug that targets and excites
the PV interneurons could help to translate EE from an
experimental strategy to clinical intervention.
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